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Inside and Out

Traditions in Moldova: St Andrew

As all  people have deep traditions, Moldovans have their own stories,
histories, holidays and our superstitions. St. Andrew is celebrated in
Moldova on the Night of December 12 to 13, also called "Santandrei night",
is somehow the equivalent of Halloween night. People believe that in this
night spirits come into the world, the wolves are talking with human voice
and people defend themselves against bad with spells and garlic . In the St
Andrew's night (Noaptea de Sf. Andrei ) it can be provided how  will be the
fruitful  orchards and fields in the next year. People bring in the house
cherry branches, put them in water and if the branches bloom by Christmas,
this means that will be a rich year. Another, way is sowing wheat in small
pots or use a 12 onions ( for the 12 months of the year ) which you leave
until Christmas in the attic - a rotten  onions signify a rainy month, the
sprouting onions  are a sign of wealth .

On the other hand, weather conditions on the night of St. Andrew can predict how it will be winter for the
whole year, if outside is clear and warm, the winter will be the same. Instead, a dark sky , full moon, snow
or rain is a sign of big winter drifts.

No wonder that St Andrew's Day is also known as the " Day of the Wolf". It is believed that on the night of
29 to November 30 (12 to December 13 ) , St. Andrew ( patron of wolves ) gathers all the wolves to split
them with food for the coming winter. However, in a single day of the year, namely the day of St. Andrew ,
the wolf is invested with fantastic skills, becoming more fierce  and quick than ever. It is believed that he
can even stiff to bend his neck so that they can see the tail. People are afraid of what wolves might do on this
day, they  are afraid that if they do not attack animals, they would households and people they meet on the
way.

According to the old superstition, to protect yourself against the power of the wolf and not bring them close
household you should not comb your hair in this day, not to toil, do not clean the house or to take out the
trash on this day.

Also, from St Andrew till the Christmas, women do not longer weave and spin, for not arouse the wrath of
the Theotokos .

Another tradition says that on this night the boys take out doors at the  homes where there are unmarried
girls, for example this year in one of the village in the suburb they  removed around 18 gates that were
placed in front of city hall, where later master comes and retrieves. This year in my village I saw a gate
removed the next day after St Andrew's night, but there lives a single boy named Andrew.

St Andrew's Day marks the start of the winter holiday season , which will continue with St. Nicholas,
celebrated on December 6, and will end on Epiphany , on January 6.
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Care project
My time at the Oncology Institute

By Rebecca Goodchap, from Australia.

Today, I have finished a one month care project in Chisinau,

volunteering at the children's ward at the Institute of

Oncology. I have a background in Oncology nursing, but my

main role in this placement was to spend time with the

children. I had looked forward to this trip for months, and it

has been one of the greatest experiences of my life. I was

unprepared for the connections I would make with these

little people, despite the language barrier. Being greeted with hugs and kisses, and children

running down the ward to come and play made the hard work to get here more than worthwhile.

There were times when it was overwhelming and challenging to think of things to do to keep the

children occupied and interested, but with a little persistence and imagination we came up with

activities they really enjoyed. We spent time painting, drawing, doing jigsaw puzzles, learning

English via iPad games, decorating posters, and lots of coloring in with Glitter and stickers on

everything! I was beaten convincingly by 9 years olds at chess, and was amazed at their bravery,

resilience, and humour shown in the face of the illnesses they are fighting. On a professional

level, I was unprepared for the lack of equipment that the nurses have to work with. Despite

having none of the protective equipment we have at home, they prepare and deliver

chemotherapy, knowing the risks to themselves. The hours they work in order to make extra

money just to be able to pay their bills is phenomenal; the wages of both the doctors and nurses

are very low.
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My time in Moldova was further enriched by the Projects Abroad staff, especially Eugenia who

accompanied me to work each day to translate. Our conversations covered everything from

politics to food, and I will miss her enormously. Trips with the other volunteers to Odessa and

Sorocca were also highlights, as well as afternoon coffees and dinners at Panna Cotta. The local

food is delicious, as is the wine! Thank you Moldova and Projects Abroad, for an unforgettable

experience. I have learnt and grown so much from this time, and know I will look back on this

always as one of the best experiences of my life.
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Greeting card
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ocial Media

Join our official Facebook Group: Projects Abroad Moldova – The Official

Group http://www.facebook.com/groups/Projectsabroad.moldova

A monthly update with Projects Abroad Moldova Newsletters:

http://www.projects-abroad.co.uk/volunteer-destinations/moldova/newsletters-

from-moldova/ and information about Projects Abroad Country Blog:

http://www.mytripblog.org/mod/blog/group_blogs.php?gl=true&group_guid=2
943

Thank you all for your collaboration!
Thank you for being with us!

If you have anything you’d like to contribute,
suggest, or comment on, please contact

moldova@projects-abroad.org


